Managing a MOTOTRBO® system can be overwhelming. Trying to make sense of system activity and equipment alarms is challenging enough when RF or IT is not your first language. Attempting to translate that information into what it means, in terms of system availability and health, is difficult and time consuming. What you need is a trusted and simple solution with detailed reporting and analysis presented in an intuitive way. Let GW3-TRBO® do the heavy lifting with a centralized and comprehensive monitoring and management solution that will provide you with the complete picture.

MAXIMIZE SYSTEM INVESTMENT

GW3-TRBO provides centralized, actionable information that enables you to quickly make important decisions about the health of your MOTOTRBO system. Its straightforward interface keeps you up-to-date about how your system is being utilized and provides instant access to critical details and analytics. Dozens of flexible reports make it clear, for example, which radio users, talkgroups, and channels are the most or least active. The intuitive dashboards display details on radio and system usage such as peak channels and system busies.

Managing your system with GW3-TRBO will improve user satisfaction as well as give you time to focus on what matters most.
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OPTIMIZE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A well-managed system requires comprehensive monitoring of all sites, repeaters, channels, slots, talkgroups and subscribers to ensure minimal downtime. GW3-TRBO® provides detailed visibility into each aspect of health and performance. You’ll have the information you need to address hardware and performance issues before they impact capacity and user experience.

With long-term archiving, GW3-TRBO’s robust reporting suite offers in-depth analysis of all system activity and clearly displays usage patterns to trend utilization for resource planning and allocation.

ENSURE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

When users key-up their radio, they depend on getting immediate access to the system. At-a-glance information within GW3-TRBO helps you to anticipate capacity requirements and prevent system busies. External notifications with customizable parameters provide you with the flexibility to be away from your system, yet stay in the know about the most critical items. The ability to manage by exception, rather than one event at a time, keeps you focused on the events that have the highest risk of impacting system performance.
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